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There are two asymmetric 
branches      of 

observational cosmology:

1. Investigation of high redshift objects & 
cosmic backgrounds.

2. The near field cosmology at Z=0.  



«A Catalog of 450 Neighboring Galaxies» with 
distances D < 10 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 
2004, AJ, 127, 2031) contains a lot of objects 
with accurate distance measurements 
derived from HST. This is the most suitable 
sample to study peculiar velocity motions and 
Dark Matter distribution on scales ~(1-3)Mpc. 
Its new updated version amounts to ~800 
galaxies.
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As a next step, we passed  from the Local

volume (D<10 Mpc)  to the  Local universe 

(D < 50 Mpc), whose scale is  comparable 

with  the cosmological «cell of homogeneity».



Our basic effort were directed towards:

� to systematize data on radial velocities, apparent 
magnitudes, morphological types of galaxies;

� searches for new dwarf galaxies;

� optical identifications of HI-sources from 
HIPASS, ALFALFA and other surveys;

� cleaning  numerous ASTRO-SPAM (!)

As a result we obtained a sample of 10 900
galaxies with VLG < 3500 km/s  over the whole 
sky, excepting |b| < 15 deg.



To identify groups and clusters of galaxies we used a new

algorithm, more sophisticated in comparison to «FoF», taking

into account individual properties of galaxies.

On a step of linking 2 galaxies as a virtual pair, we used

two criteria: 

a) negative total energy of the pair, 2T< |U|, and

b) causial connection of the pair components, R12 < Ro.

Our approach leads to creation of the following catalogs:

509 pairs, 168 triplets, 395 groups (with k > 3) as well as

520 especially isolated galaxies.

(Makarov & Karachentsev, 2011, MNRAS, 412, 2498)











Problem of missing Dark Matter in the 
Local universe

Ωm (local) = 0.08+-.02  vs. Ωm (global) = 0.28+-.03

and its probable explanations:

1. All galaxy systems extend  much far beyond  their virial radii,having

at average  Mtot = 3 Mvir.

2. The  true scale of  homogeneity is not a 50 Mpc but ~300 Mpc, and 
we are living in a zone of extended low density (huge void).

3. The basic fraction of DM (about 2/3) is distributed outside Rvir (and 
even Ro), being concentrated in dark clumps (or smoothed 
«ocean»).













Three dynamically different components of 
the    Large Scale Structure of the universe:

А) Virialized zones of groups and clusters, where
Т=|U|/2;

В) Collapsing regions around them in spheres  of    
radius R0;

С) remaining, infinitely expanding components:

filaments, population of the «field» and voids.





________________________________________________________________

Basic parameters of the zones A                 B                C
______________________________________________________

Fraction of galaxies 54%          ~20%        ~26%

Fraction of stellar mass, LK 82%          ~ 8%         ~10%

Fraction of occupied volume 0.1%            5%           95%

Input to the Ωm 0.06            0.02          0.20

Mean dark-to-luminous ratio, ~26             ~87       ~690
Mtot/LK

_______________________________________________________________



Some predictions of the standard ΛCDM model 
are not well consistent with the observational 
data available nowadays:

• The problem of missing satellites,     (1:30)
• The problem of missing baryons,      (1:10)
• The problem of missing dark matter, (1:3)     

The  “precision cosmology era” has came (?!)



The  assumption of proportional  

distribution of dark and stellar matter is 

not quite justifiable paradigm.

Our Universe might happen to be more hidden 
and dark than we thought until recently 



Thank you!



The group finding algorithm:

V2
12,r R12,p < 2GM12

πH2
0 R3

12,p < 8GM12

M/Lκ = κ(M☼/L☼)  

Where   κ is taken equal to 6.


